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(a) Science, Science & Science for Freedom is the
main slogan.
(b) Science will win, because, it works.
(c) No one made the Earth, and the question does
not arise about the Universe.
(d) Labour produce the value therefore surplus value, that is capital, thus, capital is unpaid labour
or unpaid part of commodity.
(e) Commodity have 2 elements : (1)
(Natural resource) ; and (2) Labour.

Matter

(f) Natural resource have no value, thus, value of
commodity is labour.
(g) But seller of labour power has not getting value,
but wage, that is price of their labour power. So,
wage is nothing, but production cost of labour
power.
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(h) Capitalist that is buyer of labour power has been
appropriating the surplus-value. Thus, seller of
labour power, labour is exploited.
(i) Therefore, buyers are exploiter of seller of labour
power. So, relation of workers and capitalist is
antagonistic & hostile.
(j) Colonial policy was the integral part of
development of capitalism. Therefore, capitalist
class conquered , and united the world; And it
creates a world after its own image. In place of old
local and national seclusion and self-sufficiency,
they have introduced into
every direction ,
universal inter-dependence of nations. Thus, the
capitalism is neither a local nor a national but a
world wide system . Therefore, “ right of selfdetermination of nations” or national liberation is
not possible under the global net of capitalism; Or,
replacement of capitalism is not possible in one
country alone.
( k )
Historically, it was progressive
&
revolutionary role of the capitalist class. Therefore,
fight against colonial rule to back self-dependent
economy that is return to pre-capitalist system,
which is quite impossible is not only conservative ,
but also reactionary job . But fight against capitalist
mode of production for social/commune/common
ownership of means of production by working class
is not only progressive, but also revolutionary work.
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(l) The capitalist can not exist without constantly
revolutionizing the instruments of production , and
thereby the relations of production, and with them
the whole relations of society. Thus, capitalist
society is a society of certainty of uncertainty.
Capital can not exist & survive without
reproduction, and circulation but effect of
reproduction is overproduction; And over
production is the reason of crisis, that is stock of
capital . Stock of capital is recession, that is
problem of circulation. Therefore, for solution and
required circulation of capital is close down of
factories & farms , destruction of commodities &
structures , war, killing etc, is must and result of
these so many capitalist became bankrupt, and
down to wage slave. On the other hand the effect
of recession is increasing the unemployment,
miseries & sufferings and dis-gradation of working
class is quite natural and its unavoidable. In fact,
recession is nothing but revolt of means of
production against property relation of existing
conditions of society . Therefore, due to recession
the capitalist class has been bound to reach a
contact for control the production, and , no doubt
its totally against their class character , thus,
capitalist class became unfit to develop the society
for private ownership. Therefore, capitalist class
has became reactionary , on the other hand,
working class is only eligible to replace the so old
capitalist society by a communist revolution, by a
socialist society. So, consequence of contradiction
of capitalists and workers is socialization of means
of production, that is communism. Therefore,
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capitalism is the foundation of classless society,
because, it-self has been creating the all pillars,
instruments and forces to replace it by destroying
it-self for the conditions of its existence.
(m) Consequence of repeated recession is
Socialism, and this the only solution of capitalist
crisis, and its inevitable. In socialism, there is no
private or state property, no selling & buying, no
exploitation, no parasitic, no right of inheritance, no
class, therefore, there is no politics or state or no
state related organisation. or no state protector i.e
IMF,WB, WTO etc . Thus, it is a class less society.
So, each & every body is equally dignified, that is
there is no discrimination within human being, that
is no identity by gender, ethnic , nation, religion,
language, race or color . Not family but individual
is the lowest unit of the society, and all are
scientific and will work to win the nature including
body of human being to fight against death, thus
all are ever green. So, all are free with full of love &
affection, and having sex is
not for only
reproduction or merely recreation but for a good
health also; And all children will get equal
opportunity & benefit that is equal treatment from
the society. And sure, arms and arms forces will
take place at the museum of history . So, there is
everlasting peace.
(n) Ownership of all means of production by
society/ commune is communism and its a plan full
production system that is production for all which is
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required . Therefore, there all are worker, but no
one is wage slave or master.
(o) All social production & activities will conduct &
coordinate by a association ; And every body is fit
& elligible to contest & hold any post of the
association, but subject to re-call.
(p) As capitalism is a world wide system, therefore,
it is not possible to replace the capitalism, locally or
nationally. On the other hand, workers have no
nationality and country, but they have a world to
win by losing their chain. Therefore, range of
socialist revolution is Universal. So, united action
of the leading countries, that is G-7, at least is one
of the first conditions for the emancipation of the
wage slaves. So, socialism is not possible in one
country alone. And its only job of working class.
(q) To replace the capitalism alone working class is
revolutionary. Therefore, all other classes including
peasants are reactionary.
(r) Since world war-2, I.M.F the world lord,
therefore, has been controlling the world
economy, and protecting the interest of
reactionary capitalist class, thus, state became
infact defunct. So, nation state is dead.
(s) Unity of the workers of the world is the first
condition to overthrow the so waste & oldest
capitalist society.
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(t) A world Association of Working Class for Class
less Society is option less condition to form the
working class as a class and to unite them. And its
historical necessity .
(u) Workers of the world will form it, which is for
only a communist revolution, thus it is neither a
local nor a national but a global and only & alone a
party of working class. Organisational principle of
communist party is only communistic , that is ,
each & every member is equally dignified; And
within a cooperative & lovely relation , thus, its a
party of friends of communist revolutionay.
Therefore, there is no necessity of any leader, any
teacher, any hero, or any guide or any kind of
savior in communist party. Rather all these are
parasitic elements and against equal dignity of all.
Because, if there is any “great” , there is some
more “ ordinary”, therefore , there is
discrimination. No doubt, 23 pairs of chromosome
is by born element of all, thus, if there is no
difference to get facilities and opportunities from
society, certainly each & every body is equally
qualified; So, all are equally dignified.
Furthermore, modern industries is the cause and
basis of inter-dependent relation of workers,
that’swhy they are in cooperation, therefore, there
is no scope for “ individualism.”
(v) Science of Socialism was discovered, formulated
and explained by Marx & Engels. But, Leninism is
corruption of socialism. Because, it has expressed
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distortion
& confusion
about capitalism,
communist party & communist revolution and
communism.
So, Leninism is the shelter of
decayed capitalism as a state capitalism.
(w) Leninists has done fraud even in translation of
the Manifesto of the Communist Party too.
(x) With all historical limitation or error , the
Communist Manifesto is still guide line of the
communist movement. Therefore, a declaration
with a up date statement of present conditions
and situations of so old & so waste capitalism and
so reactionary capitalist class is required to do the
same work.
(y) Rejection of Leninism is must to re-build the
communist movement. So, no doubt, that the
Workers will win their world , therefore, all classes
will vanish that is end of class rule is reality , thus,
whole human being is free . Therefore, all are free
from class concept and also from unscientific
concept and attitude, thus all are scientific, so it is
a scientific society.
(z) Information Centre for Workers Freedom
(ICWF) will cooperate to rebuild the communist
movement and to reconstruct the communist
party for a communist revolution for a scientific
society.
" Workers of the world , unite.”
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